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ATTENTION!
Your intercooler system 
is sensitive to corrosion!  
Take care of it by using 

anti-freeze with distilled water.
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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing the Flyin’ Miata NC Supercharger system. We regard the installation as a 
mutual project and will be pleased to offer help at any time. We remain committed to make this a suc-
cessful and enjoyable experience for all concerned.  

STOP!
Please read through these directions entirely. Evaluate your own skills honestly and decide whether 
this installation is something that you are comfortable doing. Realize that you are greatly increasing 
the horsepower of your car and the consequences of improper installation could destroy your engine. 
To install this kit safely, you must have a firm grasp of how cars work.  Proper tool use is critical. We 
are more than willing to help anyone install this kit, but you must be honest with yourself with respect 
to your skill level before you jump into the deep end.  These directions do give you a step-by-step 
process to follow, but problem solving and critical thinking are still required.  If you have any con-
cerns, either discuss the process with us or pay a professional to do the installation.

The success of this installation will be determined by a variety of factors. These instructions should be 
adhered to unless reasonable cause for deviation exists. The vehicle must be in excellent condition 
and in proper tune prior to starting the installation. Do not attempt to install this kit on a car that is not 
running properly. Before installation, fix any problems. This will help prevent our kit getting blamed for 
pre-existing conditions. Care and attention to detail by the installer are of extreme importance. The 
daily operator of the vehicle must observe all operational guidelines.  Most torque values are defined, 
for any others, refer to the shop manual that’s called out in the “Tool and Equipment Requirements”.

Inventory all the components when the kit arrives.  We strive to ensure all the components are in-
cluded in the kit, but if a part is left out you will want to know it before you are looking for it during the 
installation. Plus, this will allow you to familiarize yourself with the parts in the supercharger kit.

Prior to starting the installation, go through 2 tanks of the highest octane fuel available (minimum of 
91 ((R+M)/2) or AKI, premium in the US), but always get the best that’s available). Do not dilute with 
lesser octane fuel already in the tank. If necessary, drain the tank. Using lower octane fuel will result 
in knock that could damage the engine.

All left or right directional references will be from the driver viewpoint.  If clarification of these instruc-
tions is required, please contact us at 970-464-5600 or via e-mail @ tech@flyinmiata.com.  Sugges-
tions for improvements of these instructions are welcome. Please make notes on the instruction set 
and mail to:  Flyin’ Miata, 499 35 Rd, Palisade, CO 81526.  

These instructions and the operational requirements for this system must be reviewed with the own-
er-driver prior to delivery of the vehicle to the end user.

It’s a good idea to keep all of the unused stock pieces, in case the car needs to be put back to stock.

This kit will not be safe without proper engine management - do not install it on a car with a stock 
(un-flashed) ECU!  We have a reflash for the stock ECU (that you most likely received with the kit), it’s 
what we strongly suggest.  Also, do not increase the boost of this kit without proper engine internals 
and engine management.  Simply changing the pulley size will not be safe.

For the standard pulley size, you’ll need to use a Gates #K061040 drive belt.
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Torque Specs

• Spark Plugs - 8-10 lb-ft
• Power Steering Relocation Bracket - 20 lb-ft
• Thermostat Housing - 106 in-lbs
• Supercharger Manifold - 22 lb-ft
• Fuel Manifold to Fuel Rail - 106 in-lbs
• Fuel Rail to Cylinder Head - 22 lb-ft
• Inlet Support Bracket - 20 lb-ft
• Power Steering Pump to Bracket - 20 lb-ft
• Idler Plate Bolts - M10 - 35 lb-ft
    M8 - 22 lb-ft
    M6 - 106 in-lbs
•  Throttle Body - 106 in-lbs
•  Power Steering Banjo Bolt - 26 lb-ft
•  Heat Exchanger Assembly - 18 lb-ft

Acronyms

• MAF - Mass Airflow sensor
• PCV - Positive Crankcase Ventilation
• A/C - Air Conditioning
• MAP - Manifold Absolute Pressure sensor
• EGR - Exhaust Gas Recirculation
• OEM - Original Equipment Manufacturer
• ETC - Electronic Throttle Control
• S/A - Subassembly
• PS - Power Steering
• (R+M)/2 - Octane measurement method. 

Research octane number PLUS Motor oc-
tane number divided by 2 also known as Anti 
Knock Index

Tool and Equipment Requirements

Every project on your Miata presents the opportunity to purchase more tools.  Below are the tools you 
will need for the successful installation of this supercharger kit. 
 
metric open/box end wrenches   metric socket set      
spray can of cleaning solvent   clean rags
assorted slot and Phillips screw drivers   metric allen wrenches     
floor jack       factory shop manual or equivalent
jack stands x 4     penetrating oil (“PB Blaster” is best)
coolant      distilled water
metric Torx socket set    safety glasses
1/2” breaker bar     drain pan
hose cutters      hose clamp pliers
small drift punch or 3/8 extension   hammer
18 mm line wrench     Tape (something that won’t leave residue)
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S/A Idler Bracket PN 31-62-44-021
Assembly steps 77-84

• Idler bracket mounting hardware
• Idler pulley bracket

S/A Fuel Rail PN 31-62-44-019
Assembly steps 55-60

• Fuel rail
• Fuel rail mounting hardware
• Fuel injectors

S/A Fuel Manifold PN 31-62-44-017
Assembly steps 57, 121

• Fuel manifold/fuel line assembly
• Fuel manifold to fuel rail mounting 

hardware
• Fuel manifold O-ring
• Adel clamp

Supercharger Part Packs

S/A Inlet Hardware PN 31-62-44-015
Assembly steps 61-64

• Inlet mounting hardware
• Inlet bracket and hardware
• Loctite 510
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S/A Thermostat Manifold PN 31-62-44-027
Assembly steps 2-7, 11, 18-20 OR 21-22, 
25-29

• Thermostat and housing assembly
• Thermostat O-ring
• Mounting hardware for thermostat 

housing
• Hoses, clamps, splices 

S/A Hoses & Fittings PN 31-62-44-025
Assembly steps 1, 11, 14-16, 42, 50, 97-
98
• PS pump bracket
• PS bracket countersunk allen bolt
• PS pump banjo bolt & crush washers
• Coolant “tree” mounting block/hardware
• EGR tube, bushing, threaded fitting
• M6 bolt - EGR tube to supercharger
• Vacuum & belt routing sticker

S/A Heat Exchanger PN 31-62-44-023
Assembly steps 128-140, 142-151, 153-
154, 160-171

• Coolant reservoir bracket
• Heat exchanger brackets/hardware
• Coolant pump Adel clamps/hardware
• Coolant pump wire harness
• Hose clamps for supercharger cooling 

system

S/A  Electrical PN 31-62-44-031
Assembly steps 100-110

• 1/4” & 3/8” wire loom
• MAP sensor pigtail
• Heat shrink butt connectors
• Zip-ties
• Wire
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Preliminary

1)  Again, be sure that the car is running properly and all of the maintenance is up-to-date.

2)  IMPORTANT: You need to read your ECU now, 
prior to taking the car apart. Assuming you pur-
chased our complete kit, with engine management, 
go to https://fileservice.zendesk.com and create a 
login (use your full name as the ID). Click on “Wel-
come”, then click on “Welcome to the Party”, and it 
will walk you through the information and processes 
necessary for tuning. If you purchased a no-elec-
tronics kit, you’re on your own. Bear in mind that 
this kit is NOT safe without engine management. 

3)  Raise the car, using the appropriate jacking 
points, as shown in the picture.  Support it with jack stands.

4) If you haven’t received the kit yet but would like to do as much pre-emptive work as possible, follow 
these steps: all of the disassembly section. From the assembly section: 9-10, 12-13, 23-24, 30-31, 
33, 37, 44, 66, 77, 85, 115, 161-162 and 178. Be sure not to lose any parts that are removed but need 
to be reused. Label them if need be. Some of the items are relatively fragile electronics, treat them 
accordingly.

Parts un-bagged in the kit
• Coolant reservoir
• Accessory drive belt
• 3/4” Hose, 90°, 60 inches
• Molded “J” hose
• Bosch intercooler pump
• Air box lid
• 3/4” hose, 90°, 18 inches
• 3/4” hose, 90°, 36 inches (2)
• 3/4” hose, 60 inches

• Heat exchanger
• Supercharger (shown with inlet PN 31-

62-44-013)
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2. Remove the hood from the vehicle.  Using 
a 12mm socket wrench, remove the two bottom 
bolts on both sides of the hood, and loosen the 
two upper bolts so the hood can slide free from 
the hinge brackets.  

3. Figure out where you’re going to put the 
hood, and pad anything that could potentially 
damage the paint.  Then, with the help of an as-
sistant, carefully remove the hood and set aside 
to be re-installed later. It’s aluminum, so it’s pretty 
easily manageable.

1. Start the car and let it idle.  Then remove 
the fuel pump relay, as indicated in the picture 
(relay has already been removed).  This will stop 
the fuel flow, and the engine will eventually sput-
ter and die.  Try to start it a couple of times to 
ensure that there’s as little fuel as possible in the 
rail.  This is done so that less fuel will leak / spray.     
Then remove the gas cap, so that no gas leaks 
out of open fuel lines.  Gas expands with heat, so 
just because fuel isn’t leaking now doesn’t mean 
that fuel won’t leak later.

Disassembly
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Negative
Terminal

4. Using a flat blade screwdriver, release the 
four retainer clips that hold the battery cover to 
the battery box.  Be careful here, if the plastic is 
cold or you’re rough, you could break something.

5. Remove the battery by disconnecting 
the negative (-) battery cable first, with a 10mm 
socket wrench. Then disconnect the positive (+) 
battery cable.  Take care to avoid grounding the 
wrench to anything metal.

6. Loosen the two J-bolts that secure the 
battery hold-down bracket with a 10mm socket 
wrench; twist to disengage.  Set bracket aside for 
now, it will be reinstalled later.

7. Remove battery and place aside.
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10. Using a 10mm socket wrench, remove 
the four bolts (one is hidden in this picture) that 
secure the battery tray. Carefully rotate the tray to 
gain access to the wire harness clips and release 
them.  Remove the tray and set aside for later 
re-installation.

11. Disconnect the MAF sensor connector 
from the MAF sensor, which is located on the 
driver’s side of the air box.

9. When all the cable retainers are free from 
the battery box, remove the box wall section from 
the vehicle

8. Before removing the battery box from the 
vehicle, first detach the four battery cable retain-
ers using needle nose pliers.  Two are on the bat-
tery box wall-section, and two are on the battery 
box tray,  located on the firewall side of the bat-
tery box.
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12. Disconnect the PCV hose from the intake 
bellows tube by pressing in on the two blue tabs 
on each side of the connector.  Repeat the pro-
cedure for the other end of the PCV hose at the 
valve cover.  Set aside for now, it will be re-in-
stalled later.

13. Pull up carefully on the purge solenoid, 
located on the intake bellows tube and remove 
it from the tube.  The wiring and hoses will allow 
you to move the solenoid off to the side for now.

‘09 - ‘15 6-speed cars only: You need to remove 
the acoustic tube (big tube that pipes noise to the 
firewall and into the cabin).  You’ll need to either 
use the air tube (from the airbox to the throttle 
body) from an ‘06 - ‘08 / or 5-speed, non-acous-
tic-tube-equipped car or seal the large hole left. 

14. Using either a Phillips screwdriver or a 
10mm nut driver, loosen the hose clamps that 
secure the intake air tube to the throttle body and 
air box.  Remove the air tube from the vehicle.

15. Release the two clips that secure the air 
box cover to the air box, then remove the cover 
from the vehicle.  The air box cover will not be re-
used.
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16. From underneath the vehicle, drain the 
coolant from the radiator.  Use a Phillips screw-
driver to remove the drain plug in the bottom of 
the radiator.  This is accessed through a hole in 
the driver’s side of the splash shield.  Save the 
coolant to re-use later. Re-install and tighten plug 
after draining.

17. Remove the windshield wiper arms by re-
moving the two plastic caps that cover the mount-
ing nuts for the wipers.

18. Using a 14mm socket wrench, remove the 
nut that secures the wiper to its mounting stud.

19. Make sure to mark the wiper arm itself to 
match the existing mark on the mounting stud to 
maintain range of motion.
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20. Remove the weather stripping at the cowl 
by pulling lengthwise on the weather stripping.  
Release one side, then push to release the other 
side as the mounting tabs are “T” shaped. Be 
careful, it is possible to rip the rubber.  Set the 
strip aside for later re-installation.

23. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the 
two screws that hold down the cowl cover, and 
then remove the cowl cover from the vehicle. 
Note that the cowl cover is two pieces.

22. Remove the two oblong plastic covers 
at the rear corners of the windshield. These are 
nearly impossible to remove without damaging 
them, so we include new ones. In other words, 
don’t worry about keeping them in perfect condi-
tion. 

21. Disconnect the windshield washer line by 
carefully pulling the rubber line off of the plastic 
90° fitting.
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24. Using a 12mm socket wrench, remove 
the center portion of the shock tower brace (if so 
equipped) by removing the two nuts.  Set them 
aside for later reinstallation.

25. Remove the two arms of the shock tower 
brace by removing the six nuts - two at each
shock tower and one at the firewall, on each arm.  
Set arms aside for later use.

26. Using a 10mm socket wrench, unbolt the 
AC and heater hard lines from the firewall.  They 
are attached in three places along the lines.

27. Use a small flathead screwdriver to re-
lease the plastic clip holding the A/C hard-line to 
the mounting bracket.
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28. Remove the eight bolts that secure the 
center cowl cover to the firewall/cowl area with a 
10mm socket wrench.  There are four on the face 
of the firewall, and four in the drain-well area in 
the center cowl area. 

31. Pull up on the engine cover to remove it 
from the engine.  This cover will be modified later 
for re-installation.

30. Remove the heater hard-line that crosses 
over at the rear of the engine.  Some water will 
pour out of this pipe, have a cup ready to catch it.  
Remove the clamped hose from each end of the 
hard-line with a pair of pliers and set it aside for 
later re-installation.

29. Remove the center cowl cover from the 
vehicle.  Set aside as it will be re-installed in a 
later step.
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35. Remove the fitting with the blue clamp that 
secures the purge line to the intake manifold and 
disconnect the line.  This is done in the same 
manner as the red fitting in step 34.

34. Remove the fuel fitting that secures the 
fuel line to the fuel rail. Do this by pushing down 
on the red clamp to rotate it off of the fitting. Once 
the red clamp has been released, pull the fitting 
straight off of the rail. Some fuel will leak out, use 
a shop towel to collect it.  If you didn’t follow step 
1, be prepared for fuel under high pressure to 
spray out. 

32. Using a pair of pliers, squeeze the tabs of 
the clamp that secures the power brake hose to 
the intake manifold and remove the hose.

33. The blue and red fittings described in the 
next steps are removed by twisting open their 
colored collars, as shown in the picture.
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36. Remove the fitting with the blue clamp 
that secures the purge line to the hard-line at the 
frame rail and disconnect the line. Note that the 
two purge line connectors are different sizes.

39. Using a pair of pliers, squeeze the tabs of 
the clamp that secures the coolant hose to the 
bottom of the throttle body and remove the hose. 

38. Using a pair of pliers, squeeze the tabs of 
the clamp that secures the coolant hose to the 
top of the throttle body and remove the hose.

37. Disconnect the purge solenoid electrical 
connection.  Set this aside; it will be reinstalled 
later. Label this connection so there’s no confu-
sion during re-assembly.
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40. Disconnect the power steering pressure 
switch electrical connector on the top of the pow-
er steering pump.

41. Disconnect the Electronic Throttle Control 
(ETC) connection from the throttle body. Label 
this connection, so there’s no confusion during 
re-assembly.

42. Disconnect the vacuum control valve elec-
trical connection on the top of the intake manifold. 
Label this connection, so there’s no confusion 
during re-assembly.

43. Disconnect the Manifold Absolute Pres-
sure (MAP) electrical connection at the rear of 
the intake manifold.  The tab on this connector 
is a pain.  The tab is located on the side of the 
connector opposite the manifold, and needs to be 
pushed in, towards the manifold. Label this con-
nection, so there’s no confusion during re-assem-
bly.
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44. Release the wiring harness clamps on the 
top of the power steering pump and on the chas-
sis brace.

46. Release the wiring harness clamp at the 
rear of the intake manifold.

47. Remove the wiring harness retaining clips 
from the fuel rail.

45. Release the wiring harness clamp on the 
top of the intake manifold.
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49. Disconnect the knock sensor and A/C 
pressure switch electrical connectors located 
below the thermostat housing.  Also release the 
wiring tab that holds the wires. The knock sensor 
plug is attached to the intake manifold. Carefully 
pry it off, it won’t get reattached. Label these con-
nections, so there’s no confusion during re-as-
sembly.

48. Using an 8mm socket wrench, unbolt the 
throttle body from the intake manifold.  Remove 
and put aside for later installation on the super-
charger inlet manifold.

Knock 
Sensor
connector

A/C Pump Pressure 
Switch connector

50. Using a T-25 Torx socket, remove the two 
bolts that secure the coolant “tree” to the intake-
manifold.  

51. Using a 10mm socket wrench, remove the 
six bolts that hold the plastic intake manifold to 
the aluminum manifold base. 
 
Note:  Five of the bolts located at the intake 
flange are accessible from the engine compart-
ment.  The remaining 6th bolt on the bottom of 
the manifold will be removed in the next step.
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52. The bottom manifold bolt is located next 
to the motor mount and must be accessed from 
the driver’s side wheel well.  For ease of access 
to the bottom bolt, we suggest you remove the 
driver’s side wheel and clutch line bracket. Using 
a long extension and 12mm socket, remove the 
clutch line bracket to expose the bottom intake 
manifold bolt. 

 

55. Push the wiring harness back over the 
cam cover to get it out of the way for the intake 
manifold removal.

54. Using a 7/8” (22mm) open end wrench, 
disconnect the EGR fitting at the rear of the cylin-
der head on the driver’s side.

53.  Using a 10mm socket on a long exten-
sion, remove the bottom bolt holding the plastic 
intake manifold in place. Replace the clutch line 
bracket from step 52.
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56. As you start to pull the manifold off, dis-
connect the PCV hose between the manifold and 
engine block by using a long flat blade screw-
driver to pry the hose off (it doesn’t separate au-
tomatically).  This is difficult within the tight com-
partment.  Be patient, you may have to pull the 
manifold partially free to remove the PCV hose.

58. Remove the OEM intake manifold from the 
vehicle and put aside.  It will not be re-used.

59. Using a 10mm socket wrench, remove the 
five bolts that hold the intake manifold base to the 
cylinder head.

57. This is the PCV hose (between the mani-
fold and engine block) that must be disconnected.  
Remove this hose from the white elbow, it will not 
be re-used.

PCV hose
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60.  Remove the intake manifold base from 
the engine.  This part will not be re-used.

63. With an 8mm socket wrench, remove the 
three bolts securing the thermostat housing to the 
block.  A decent amount of coolant will come out 
of the block, be prepared with a cup and towels.

62. Remove the two water hoses from the 
thermostat housing on the side of the block using 
a pair of pliers to release their clamps.

61. Clean the head mating surface using 
solvent, then tape up the intake ports to keep the 
engine clean.  It’s important to maintain a clean 
work environment and prevent debris from enter-
ing exposed openings.
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64. Remove the thermostat housing from the 
engine and set aside.  It will not be reused.

65. Clean the mating surface and tape over 
the thermostat opening to avoid debris contami-
nation.

66. Disconnect the four electrical connectors 
at the fuel injectors.

67. Using a 10mm socket wrench, remove the 
two bolts holding down the fuel rail.
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68. Carefully remove the fuel rail from the en-
gine; this fuel rail will not be reused.

Use caution as there will be residual fuel in 
the rail.  

Seal the injector holes, to ensure that no debris 
enters the engine.

71. Use a 13mm socket wrench to remove 
the bolt shown.  This bolt needs to be removed 
so that the new idler bracket can be bolted into 
place.  You can see another view of the bolt in the 
previous step, it’s the upper arrow.

70. With the drive belt removed, use a 10mm 
socket wrench to remove the smooth idler pulley 
located to the right of the alternator pulley.  The 
upper arrow is for the next step.

69. With a 14mm belt tensioning wrench or a 
14mm socket wrench, release the tension on the 
tensioner pulley and remove the drive belt from 
the vehicle.  This will not be re-used and is re-
placed by a new belt supplied in the kit.
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72. Using an 8mm socket wrench, remove the 
bolt shown so the location can be used to mount 
the new idler bracket.

75. Using a 12mm socket and box wrench, 
remove the three bolts that mount the power 
steering pump to the engine.  Move the pump off 
to the side for now.

74. Due to variances in the cylinder head 
casting, it may be necessary to remove the metal 
shown in the high-lighted area for accessory 
drive belt clearance. This can easily be done with 
a small file or grinder. The casting should follow 
the contour of the black cam cover, when viewed 
from above.

73. Using a 13mm socket wrench, remove the 
third bolt on the driver’s side of the crank pulley.  
It’s the lower right in this picture (left from the 
driver’s perspective), but all of the bolts that need 
to be removed are labeled.
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76. Remove the engine hook / loop that’s 
mounted to the head, near the power steering 
pump and set it aside. It won’t be reused.

77. Remove the spark plugs and gap them be-
tween 0.030” to 0.035”. Reinstall them with a 
small dab of anti-seize on the threads. Torque to 
8-10 lb-ft. 
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2. Here is the new thermostat housing,    
thermostat and mounting hardware. 

• S/A 31-62-44-027

3. Remove the tape from the thermostat 
mounting surface and install the 6mm stud in the 
top left mounting hole for the thermostat housing.  
Leave 16mm (5/8”) of exposed thread (match the 
exposed length, even if the stud doesn’t bottom 
out).

1. Install the supplied power steering pump 
relocation bracket in the original pump location 
with the new hardware provided. Note that the 
counter-sunk Allen bolt must be installed in the 
location shown.  Torque all mounting bolts to 20 
lb-ft.

• S/A 31-62-44-025

Counter sunk 
Allen bolt

Assembly
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7. Install the thermostat assembly onto the 
engine. The Allen bolt will be installed in the 
upper right hand hole, the 10mm nut will be in-
stalled on the stud (step 3) and the remaining bolt 
in the lower right hole. Install the nut on the stud 
first, then the Allen and bolt. Tighten the mount-
ing bolts to 106 in/lbs.  (Make sure you are using 
your in-lb torque wrench here.) Good and snug 
will suffice if you can’t use a torque wrench.

Nut

Bolt

Allen
bolt

6. The thermostat is now ready for installa-
tion onto the engine.  

5. Insert the O-ring into the new thermostat 
housing groove.

4. Apply some oil or light grease to the new 
thermostat O-ring.
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10. Remove the rest of the hoses from the 
“tree” fitting as shown.  Set the hose “tree” aside 
for later re-installation.

11. Using the 30” x 5/8” PCV line supplied, in-
stall one end onto the white PCV elbow. Use the 
gold colored hose clamps here (pictured). This 
won’t see any pressure, but if you pull the hose 
off after the supercharger is installed, you’ll be 
pretty annoyed. Tuck the other end of the hose 
out of the way as shown for now to avoid clear-
ance issues when installing the supercharger.

• S/A 31-62-44-025

8. Re-install the lower radiator hose onto the 
new thermostat housing, using the stock clamp.  
Place the tabs of the clamp at approximately the 
4:00 position.

9. Remove the coolant hose that connects to
the rear of the hose “tree”.
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14. Install the coolant mounting block onto the 
lower tab as shown using the M6 x 12mm bolt 
(bolt size, not head size).

• S/A 31-62-44-025

15. Pass an M6 x 12mm bolt through the small 
hole in the chassis brace near the driver side 
shock tower from the rear face.

13. Bend the lower mounting tab up to a 90° 
angle.

Bend to 90°

12. Here is the coolant tree removed from the 
vehicle.
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5.5”

The following steps (18 - 20) are for vehicles 
fitted with a factory oil cooler, if your vehicle 
does not have an oil cooler, please skip to 
step 21. These steps create the replacement 
hose for the hose indicated by the lower most 
arrow in the picture from step 17.

18. Using one of the “J” hoses supplied, cut 
the hose approximately 5.5” (64mm) from the 
inside of “J” along the straight section. The cou-
pler and clamps will be used to reconnect the two 
sections. 
• S/A 31-62-44-027

For cars WITH factory oil coolers only.

19. Re-assemble the hose by using the cou-
pler and clamps shown to reconnect the two 
sections. Push the coupler into the cut ends and 
secure it with the clamps provided. Rotate the 
two bends so they are 90 degrees from each 
other. 

16. Mount the coolant tree on the front face of 
the chassis brace by threading the 6mm x 12mm 
bolt in the mounting block. Tighten both bolts 
securely with a 10mm socket wrench.  The hoses 
will be attached in later steps.

17. Check to see if your car has a factory 
oil cooler.  The oil cooler is a black (sometimes 
silver) metal piece, about 1”+ thick, that has two 
coolant hoses coming out of it.  It sits on top of 
the oil filter mount, which is mounted to the lower 
left side of the block, right next to the oil pan.  If it 
does have an oil cooler, connect the hose closest 
to the block (upper arrow) to the small outlet on 
the new thermostat housing, by routing it under 
the radiator hose.  You may need to use some of 
the 5/8” hose and a splice. Secure it with the sup-
plied 14-27mm constant torque clamp 36-70005.
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23. Re-route the ¼” hose removed from the 
“tree” in disassembly step 10 to go behind the 
vertical coolant hose as shown.  The next step 
shows the new location behind the vertical hose. 

1/4”
hose

Vertical
Hose

Old
 route

For cars WITHOUT factory oil coolers only.

22. Install the straight end of the modified 
“J” hose onto the small barb of the thermostat 
housing. This is a 5/8” barb so use the supplied 
14-27mm constant torque clamp here 36-70005, 
NOT the clamp shown in the picture. Connect the 
curved end to the forward barb of the coolant tree 
as shown with the clamps provided.

For cars WITH factory oil coolers only.

20. Connect the curved end of the J hose to 
the forward end of the coolant tree as shown. 
Rotate the clamp ears that secure the coupler so 
that they point down. Connect the remaining end 
to the barb on the oil cooler, secure it with the 
clamp removed from the original hose. Recon-
nect the remaining stock hose to the barb on the 
thermostat housing. This is a 5/8” barb so use the 
supplied 14-27mm constant torque clamp here 
36-70005, NOT the clamp shown in the picture. 

The following steps (21 - 22) are for vehicles 
NOT fitted with a factory oil cooler, if your ve-
hicle has a oil cooler, please skip to step 23.

21. Using one of the “J” hoses supplied, cut 
the hose approximately 2” (50mm) from the out-
side in the “J” section and 10” (250mm) along the 
straight section as shown.

• S/A 31-62-44-027

2”

10”
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26. Connect the 14” (355mm) length of the 
1/4” hose provided to the rear facing barb on the 
coolant tree with the clamp provided. 14” x1/4”

27. Connect the remaining end of the 14” x 
1/4” hose to the coolant line that was re-routed 
in step 24. Trim the length if need be.  Insert a 
1/4” hose coupler into the ends of the two hoses 
and secure it with the clamps provided (NOT the 
stock clamp, as shown).

New
 route

24. This picture shows the re-routed ¼” hose 
going behind the vertical coolant hose as shown.  
The remaining end of this hose will be connected 
in a later step.

25. Here are the hoses and hardware for the 
coolant hoses that will connect to the coolant 
tree.  The 12” and 14” hoses are 1/4” in diameter, 
the 16” hose is 3/4”.

• S/A 31-62-44-027

12”
14”

16”
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30. Using an 8mm socket wrench, remove the 
stock EGR tube from the stock manifold, this will 
not be re-used.

31. Carefully remove the blue EGR O-ring 
from the stock manifold.

28. Connect the 12” (305mm) length of the 
1/4” hose provided to the forward facing barb on 
the coolant tree. Lay this hose aside as it will be 
connected to the throttle body in a later step. 

12”x1/4”

29. Connect the 16” (406mm) length of the 
3/4” hose provided to the large, rear facing barb 
on the coolant tree. Route this line to the fire wall, 
it will connect to the heater hardline in a later 
step.
It’s a good idea to break here to pressure-test 
the car’s cooling system (not the intercooler 
system), before the supercharger is installed. 
Be sure that the system is closed first, as the 
heater hose and throttle body hoses will need 
to be temporarily connected. 

16” x 3/4”
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34. Lubricate the O-ring of the MAP sensor 
with some oil or light grease.

35. Install the sensor into the supercharger 
manifold. Secure the MAP sensor with the provid-
ed 5mm x 10mm bolt.  

32. Apply a thin layer of grease to the EGR 
O-ring, then install it into the supercharger inlet 
elbow groove.  The grease is there to help ensure 
that the O-ring stays in its groove as you install 
the assembly.

33. Using a T-25 torx socket wrench, remove 
the bolt that secures the MAP sensor in the stock 
intake manifold. This bolt will not be re-used.
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37. Remove the stock throttle body O-ring 
from the stock intake manifold and put aside for 
later installation.

38. Locate one of the shorter 36” 90° bend (or 
“L”) hoses and cut 2” off the short leg of the hose 
as shown.

2”

2”

39. Locate the longer 60” “L” hose and cut the 
short leg as before. (shorter hose shown, cut is 
still correct). 

36. Check the operation of the bypass valve 
actuator to ensure that it’s working properly. If 
possible, apply vacuum to the hose (not shown, 
right arrow), if not, move the actuator rod by hand 
(middle arrow). If it’s sticking at all, put some 
grease on the rod. Also, be sure that the rod isn’t 
snagging in the keyhole (left arrow). If this sticks, 
you’ll make very little to no boost. 
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43. Find the knock sensor wire and place it 
so that it will be easily accessible from the front 
of the engine once the supercharger has been 
installed.  If you don’t do this now, you’ll be re-
moving the supercharger to find it later.

41. The intercooler hoses are in their final po-
sition in the picture.

42. Install the new EGR tube into the cylinder 
head, using anti-seize on the threads.  You may 
have to clean out the carbon from the head if 
you have a lot of build up.  DO NOT TIGHTEN, 
leave them finger-tight for now.  Be sure that the 
bushing (silver sleeve with angled ends) will be 
sandwiched between the head and the threaded 
fitting.

• S/A 31-62-44-025

40. You’ll need to install both of the intercooler 
hoses onto the supercharger now, as they’ll be 
hard to fit once the supercharger has been in-
stalled, especially with non-oil cooler cars.  Con-
nect the short leg of the 36” hose to the intercool-
er barb that is lowest / closest to the engine block 
(the hoses in the picture haven’t been trimmed).  
Try to make them point mostly straight ahead, 
but slightly left (from the driver’s perspective).  
Be sure that the clamps will be accessible once 
everything is installed, as you’ll probably need to 
re-align the hoses.  
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44. You will need to trim the new, included, 
intake manifold gasket as shown so you can drop 
it into position.  

46. Remove the tape covering the inlet ports, 
and clean the surfaces using alcohol or suitable 
solvent.  Then pull the main wiring harness for-
wad and secure it, to keep it out of the way of the 
supercharger. Carefully install the supercharger 
assembly by lowering the rear of the manifold 
first and locating it on the intake bolt previously 
installed.  

45. Pre-install the rear intake manifold mount-
ing bolt so that the flange on the bolt is 30mm 
(1-3/16”) from intake mating surface. 1-3/16”

30mm

47. Route the main wire harness down be-
tween the supercharger nose and the super-
charger coolant manifold.  Re-attach the existing 
harness clamp to the existing mounting hole at 
this time.
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50. Align the new EGR tube’s mounting flange 
with the hole in the supercharger inlet elbow and 
finger-tighten its M6 mounting bolt. Don’t tighten 
it fully yet.

• S/A 31-62-44-025

51. Once all five manifold bolts and the EGR 
tube are installed, torque the supercharger man-
ifold bolts to 22 lb-ft (or “snug” if you can’t get 
access) using a 10mm socket on the torque 
wrench.
NOTE: Make sure the stock fuel and breather line 
are not in contact with the supercharger housing. 
Carefully bend them for clearance as necessary.  

49. Start the remaining bolts through the su-
percharger flange, finger tight only.

48. Start the front lower and middle lower 
manifold bolts but don’t thread them in all the way 
yet. Install the modified intake manifold gasket 
by carefully sliding it between the intake manifold 
and head. Align the slots cut in step 44 on the 
front, middle and rear lower manifold bolts. 

Fuel & breather lines
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52. With the supercharger manifold secure, 
now tighten the 6mm bolt of the EGR tube flange 
with an 8mm wrench.

55. Apply a small amount of oil or light grease 
to the new fuel injector O-rings on both ends of 
the injectors and carefully press the blue-ringed 
ends into the fuel rail.

• S/A 31-62-44-019

54. On some cars, the arm on the bypass 
valve actuator - the black plastic cylinder with the 
yellow sticker, will hit the brake lines when it’s 
extended (in the area indicated by the arrow). Ex-
periment with this on your car by extending that 
arm. You might be able to pull it out / downward, 
otherwise you’ll need to apply vacuum to the nip-
ple to get the arm to move. If there’s interference, 
use a pry bar of some sort to gently bend the 
brake lines out of the way. They are pliable, just 
be sure that you don’t crimp any lines.

53. Using a 7/8”(22MM) wrench, tighten the
EGR nut going into the cylinder head securely.
It will bottom out on the ferrule. Some thread left
showing is okay.
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58. Install the two fuel rail spacers supplied 
into the holes in the head.

59. Install the new fuel rail assembly onto the 
cylinder head.  Be careful not to damage the 
injector O-rings as you install the rail.

56. Using the same lubricant as used above, 
lubricate the fuel manifold O-ring (in parts bag 
with fuel line hose) and install it into the new fuel 
rail.

57. Install the fuel manifold and secure with 
the two supplied M6 x 35mm bolts.  Torque these 
bolts to 106 in-lbs.  Check the two fittings on 
either end of the manifold for thread sealant. if 
there’s none, apply a solvent-proof sealant.

• S/A 31-62-44-017
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62. Carefully lower the supercharger inlet un-
der the AC hard line, and over the supercharger.  
Try to not disturb the bead of Loctite.  Install the 
inlet manifold to the supercharger flange using 
the two M8 bolts (one 90 mm long and one 70 
mm long) in their appropriate holes and tighten 
them finger tight for now. 

63. Install the supercharger inlet support 
bracket and secure it using the supplied 6mm 
button head screws. Tighten these bolts secure-
ly with a 5mm Allen wrench. Tighten the two M8 
bolts from the previous step with a 13mm socket 
wrench and torque them to 20 lb-ft.

61. Next make sure the flange is clean and 
apply a bead of the supplied pink Loctite 510 to 
the flange of the supercharger inlet manifold as 
shown in the picture.  Be sure to circle the bolt 
holes. You can put a bead on the supercharger 
as well, but try not to put too much on.

• S/A 31-62-44-015

60. Using the two M8 x 55mm bolts supplied, 
secure the fuel rail to the cylinder head.  Torque 
bolts to 22 lb-ft.
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Small harness 
branch

65. Connect the remaining end of the  5/8” 
PCV hose previously installed (in step 11 of 
Assembly) to the 5/8” barb on the supercharger 
inlet.  Use a provided zip-tie to secure the PCV 
hose to the clutch line.
er.  Connect the knock sensor plug and be sure 
to tuck the excess wire away from the super-
charger pulley.

64. Install the supplied bypass actuator hose 
onto the barb located near the rear of the inlet 
manifold. Trim excess hose as necessary.

66. Cut the zip-tie holding the small branch of 
the wiring harness containing the knock sensor 
and the A/C compressor connectors. Remove the 
tape from this harness branch.

67. Cut about 6” of the harness tape to split 
out the A/C switch from the knock sensor, then 
route the wires under the nose of the supercharg-
er.  Connect the knock sensor plug and be 
sure to tuck the excess wire away from the super-
charger pulley.
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71. Re-connect the fuel injector connectors.

68. Re-connect the A/C pressure switch 
conector below the thermostat housing.

69. Re-install the power steering pump on the 
re-location bracket installed, using the original 
hardware and one new nut. Torque the bolts to 20 
lb-ft.

70. Re-connect the power steering pump pres-
sure switch connector. It’s a good idea to bend 
the spade over a little (towards the engine) to 
keep it from contacting the hood.
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75. This and other vacuum solenoids 
that have been unplugged may not need 
to be plugged back in - this will depend 
on your tune. When in doubt, ask your 
tuner. Locate the vacuum control valve electri-
cal connector on the wiring harness near the 
fuel injector connectors and connect it to the 
valve.

73. Locate the vacuum control valve on the 
factory intake manifold.

74. Remove the two mounting bolts with an 
8mm socket wrench.  Remove the vacuum hose 
from the base of the valve. Pull firmly to remove 
the valve from the manifold.

72. Route the new fuel line along the main 
wire harness and below the supercharger nose.  
It will be connected in a later step.
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Engine side

77. Here is the new idler bracket with the new 
accessory drive belt installed on it. This face of 
the bracket will face the engine on installation. 
Place the new belt in the bracket prior to install-
ing the bracket onto the engine. Pull a loop of the 
new belt through each of the spaces between 
the idler pulleys to accomplish the belt diagram 
shown in the next step.

• S/A 31-62-44-021

Radiator side
As installed

6mm bolt

78. Carefully turn the idler bracket over, ensur-
ing the belt is loosely installed as shown.
This photo shows the belt and bracket as they will 
be installed on the engine, with the pulleys facing 
the engine. Pre-install the M6 x 30mm bolt in the 
bottom hole as shown.  

79. This is the new accessory drive belt dia-
gram.

76. This and other vacuum solenoids 
that have been unplugged may not need 
to be plugged back in - this will depend on 
your tune. When in doubt, ask your tun-
er. Using two of the zip-ties provided, attach the 
valve to the wiring harness near the fuel rail. The 
valve will perform no function except to complete 
the electrical connection for the vehicle ECU, so it 
must be installed in the circuit if the ECU can’t be 
told to ignore it (which will depend on your engine 
management).
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83. Torque all of the idler plate bolts:
 M10 bolts to 35 lb-ft.
 M8 bolts to 22 lb-ft.
 M6 bolts to 106 in-lbs.

81. Install the spacer between the idler bracket 
and the timing cover. Pass the M8 x 90mm bolt 
through the idler bracket and the spacer into the 
timing cover.

M8x90 
bolt

Spacer

82. Install the M10 x 90mm bolt through the 
idler bracket at the bottom corner and into the 
timing cover.

M10x90 
bolt

80. Install the idler bracket, drive belt and M6 
x 60mm bolt onto the front of the engine.
Install the M10 x 110mm bolt through the top hole 
of the idler bracket, into the hole in the timing 
cover, then install the M6 bolt at the lower cover. 
Leave these bolts finger tight for now.
Loop the belt around the alternator and tensioner 
pulleys and around the crankshaft pulley at the 
bottom.

M10x110 
bolt

M6x60 
bolt
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86. Re-mount the purge solenoid on the brack-
et located on the front of the supercharger man-
ifold as shown. Re-connect the purge solenoid 
electrical connector.

85. Remove the original mounting bracket 
from the purge solenoid by carefully pulling it 
from the rubber mounting collar. It will not be re-
used.

87. Connect the larger of the two purge/evap 
lines to the middle barb at the front of the inlet 
manifold.

84. Using a 14mm belt tensioning wrench or a 
14mm socket wrench, release the tension on the 
tensioner pulley and slip the the new accessory 
drivebelt supplied over all the pulleys with the wa-
ter pump pulley being the last (it’s easier to force 
a tight belt over a smooth pulley with no ribs). 
Use a breaker bar if necessary, but there is a limit 
to the tensioner’s travel. Release the tensioner 
arm and check the belt routing, as shown in step 
79.
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91. Untwist the power brake booster hose to 
eliminate kinks.  This is important, as there is a 
one-way check valve in the hose.  This one-way 
valve is also the reason you can NOT reverse the 
orientation of this hose. I.e., the end that’s on the 
brake booster must stay on the brake booster. 
Then push the hose end onto the 90° fitting on 
the supercharger inlet. Secure the hose with the 
original clamp.

90. Install the throttle body in the orientation 
shown, using the original bolts. Torque the four 
throttle body bolts to 106 in-lbs using a 10mm 
socket and your torque wrench

89. Find the throttle body O-ring removed from 
the stock intake manifold in step 37, and install it 
in the groove in the supercharger inlet manifold.

88. Connect the smaller of the two purge/evap 
lines to the hard line barb at the side of the chas-
sis. Check both the evap and fuel lines as they 
pass by the supercharger - be sure they’re not 
rubbing against the supercharger or the frame 
rail; if they are, bend them as needed to ensure 
proper clearance.  
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1/2”

95. The top edge of the power steering pres-
sure pipe needs to be below the top edge of the 
“banjo” bolt. You can use your hands or a large 
flat-blade screwdriver. If you use the screwdriver, 
insert the tip under the PS pressure pipe near the 
“banjo” fitting, then press down on the screwdiv-
er until the top edge of the pipe is below the top 
edge of the “banjo” bolt.  Be very careful to not 
damage anything. 

94. Re-install the power steering return hose 
and, using a straight edge ruler, check that the 
top edge of the hose does not protrude above the 
top edge of the throttle body. Repeat step 93 if 
necessary to achieve this.

93. Insert a drift or long 3/8 extension into the 
PS pipe as far as it will go. Press down on the 
drift to gently bend the pipe down aproximately 
1/2” (13mm).  Be very careful to not crimp the 
pipe. If you can’t bleed the power steering sys-
tem once it’s back together, take this pipe off and 
check for a damaged O-ring. This is rare, but 
possible.

“Banjo” fitting

92. Use a pair of pliers to release the clamp 
on the PS return hose and remove the hose from 
the pipe barb.  Have a container or rags ready to 
catch any leaking fluids.
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99. Check that the edge of the power steering 
pipe is below the top of the banjo bolt.  Repeat 
step 95 if necessary.

98. Carefully torque the new banjo bolt to 26 
lb-ft with a torque wrench and 19mm socket.

97. Replace the stock banjo bolt and the 
washers on the top and bottom of the fitting with 
the new parts supplied.

• S/A 31-62-44-025

96. Use a 17mm socket wrench to remove the 
banjo bolt.
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102. Start by cutting the two wires for the IAT 
sensor at least 2” (50mm) from the connector: 
These wires are red with blue stripe, and blue 
with black stripe. Pull these IAT wires apart from 
the rest of the bundle. The remaining ends at the 
MAF connector will not be used and can be taped 
off.

Red/Blue stripe Blue/Black stripe

These wires
 not used

101. The MAF connector contains the wires 
for the MAF sensor and the IAT sensor. The IAT 
sensor wires are red with blue stripe, and blue 
with black stripe. Note that these two wires are 
next to each other.

IAT harness

Extension wires

Crimp/Shrink connectors

IAT wires

103. Here is an overview of the modifications
needed to the IAT harness:

The IAT wires will be extended 10” (250mm) 
using two pieces of the white wire supplied.  The 
new IAT harness should be connected to the
ends of the extension wires.  Note the crimp / 
shrink connectors, extension wires and the IAT 
harness. The polarity of the IAT harness does not 
matter, either of the white wires can be connected 
to the red / blue or blue / black IAT wires.

100. Locate the connector for the MAF sensor.  

• S/A 31-62-44-031
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107. Here are the extended MAF and IAT wires.

MAF wires

IAT wires

105. IMPORTANT!
 Crimping the connectors alone is not enough 
to secure them! You must shrink the connec-
tors as shown using a heat gun until the plas-
tic contracts around the wires as shown.  This 
is done for two reasons - sealing the connec-
tor, and to act as a strain relief to ensure that 
no wires fail.

106. Cut the remaining three wires on the MAF 
connector at least 2” from the connector - stag-
gering the cuts will make it cleaner overall. Be 
sure to follow these same rules for all wires that 
are cut. Extend the wires 4“ (100mm) using the 
color matched extension wires and connectors 
supplied. Strip, crimp and shrink the wires and 
connectors, as before, to lengthen them.

104. Strip 1/4” (6mm) of insulation from the 
ends of the cut wires that lead into the harness 
and insert the ends into the crimp / shrink con-
nectors supplied. Using a pair of quality crimp 
pliers, crimp the connectors onto the wires.  Tug 
gently but firmly on the wires to ensure that you 
have a solid and reliable connection. If you can’t 
get a good crimp, you need better pliers and / or 
more force.
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109. Locate the MAP connector and extend 
its wires 6“ (150mm, you may need to cut the 
supplied wires), using the color matched exten-
sion wires and connectors supplied. Strip, crimp 
and shrink the wires and connectors to lengthen 
them. 

110. Cover the extended harness branches with 
the split loom supplied.

111. Re-connect the ETC connector to the 
throttle body.

108. Locate the ETC (electronic throttle control) 
connector and extend its wires 8“ (300mm) using 
the color matched extention wires and connectors 
supplied. Strip, crimp and shrink the wires and 
connectors as before to lengthen them.
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115. Connect the end of the 3/4” x 16” hose 
previously installed on the coolant tree, to the 
heater hard line using the original clamp.

3/4” x16” hose

113. Replace the center cowl support  and 
fasten it with the eight bolts that secure it to the 
firewall/cowl area.  There are four bolts on the 
face of the firewall side, and four in the drain-well 
area between the center cowl support and the 
windshield.

114. Mount the OEM heater hard line and at-
tach to the firewall at both ends. Reattach the AC 
line and tighten all of the fasteners.

112. Connect the IAT and MAP connectors to 
the sensors on the side of the supercharger man-
ifold.
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117. Connect the remaining end of the 1/4” x 
12” coolant line from the tree to the upper barb on 
the throttle body. Secure with the clamp provided.

119. Connect the remaining end of the 1/4” 
hose installed in the last step to the bottom cool-
ant barb on the throttle body. Secure with the 
clamp provided. Secure it as necessary to keep it 
from contacting the supercharger pulley.

118. Connect the remaining 12” length of 1/4” 
coolant hose to the coolant line disconnected in 
disassembly step 39 (from the bottom barb of the 
throttle body) using a 1/4” coupler. Some cars 
may be able to use the stock hose without add-
ing any length or needing to have the 12” length 
trimmed. Doing so is not a problem. 

116. On the right hand side of the vehicle, 
re-connect the heater hose to the heater hard line 
with the original clamp.
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123. Re-install the two remaining sections of 
the shock tower brace and torque the nuts to 16 
lb-ft using a 12mm socket on your torque wrench. 

122. Insert the male connector on the end of 
the new fuel rail line into the original fuel supply 
connector.  Press the connector in firmly until it 
“clicks” into place.  Check that the line is secure 
by attempting to pull connector out; you should 
not able to remove it unless you depress the red 
release collar.

Push firmly, 
then pull

121. Install the small Adel clamp provided 
around the fuel line connector and then onto the 
rear stud of the driver side strut tower brace. 
Fasten it with the original nut and tighten the nut 
securely. 

• S/A 31-62-44-017

Fuel supply 
conector

Adel clamp

120. Re-install the supercharger side of the 
shock tower brace using the original nuts. 
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125. Re-install the wiper arms, using the orig-
inal hardware, by first aligning the marks pre-
viously made. Tighten the nuts securely with 
a 14mm socket wrench. Re-install the arm nut 
covers by snapping them back into place.

126. Re-install the cowl seal by carefully 
stretching the holes in the bottom over the T 
shaped fasteners.

127. From under the nose of the vehicle, re-
move the front splash panel section using a 
10mm socket wrench, 8mm socket wrench, and 
a Phillips-head screwdriver.  The plastic Phillips 
fasteners only require a 1/4 turn.  The official way 
to remove this is to first remove the fender liners, 
but the fender liners can be flexed out of the way 
to allow the splash panel to be removed. If you 
want as much room as possible, remove both of 
the front lower fender liners as well.

124. Re-install the cowl sections (passenger 
side first) using the original fasteners. The plas-
tic caps are nearly impossible to remove without 
damaging them, so we include new ones. 
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(B+)

MX-5 INTERCOOLER PUMP WIRING

Notes:

 1.  Use positive lug in the fuse center   
  for the positive red wire.

 2. Connect the yellow wire to the   
  spade terminal on the fuse tap in   
  the fuse center.
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128. This is the intercooler pump relay and wir-
ing harness.

• S/A 31-62-44-023

131. Follow the frame back towards the fire-
wall to the front of the wheel well panel. Locate 
the factory ground connection there. Remove 
the ground connection bolt with a 10mm socket 
wrench. Pass the bolt through the eye connector 
on the end of the black wire from the intercool-
er pump relay harness and back into it original 
location. Ensure that all original factory ground 
connection at this bolt are secure. Tighten the 
bolt securely.

130. From under the vehicle, mount the inter-
cooler pump relay on the frame flange just behind 
the driver’s side driving light with a zip-tie through 
the existing hole as shown.  

Driving light

Relay

Factory ground 
connection

129. Install the fuse in the fuse block, it’s not 
pre-installed.  Then route it up, so that it ends up 
next to the stock fuse center and zip-tie it some-
where convenient.  You can mount the relay as 
shown here or as shown in the next step.

Bottom of 
headlight
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132. Remove the cover of the fuse center.

“ENGINE” 
15 AMP 
FUSE

133. Route the red and yellow wires forward to 
the fuse center and up to the B+ terminal. Re-
move the nut on the B+ terminal with a 10mm 
socket wrench. Place the eye of the red wire from 
the relay harness on the terminal and re-tighten 
the nut securely (leave loose if you’re following 
the “thorough” path in the next steps).  Yes, the 
OEM positive wire is black, despite the fact that 
black = ground in most other situations.

There are two ways to connect this wire.  The 
first (steps 134 - 137) is the quick way that 
we’ve found to be less than reliable.  The sec-
ond is a more thorough method we’ve devel-
oped, which is much more long-term reliable.

Quick method

134. Locate the yellow wire; strip and crimp on 
the spade connector supplied.

Quick method

135. Consult the legend inside the fuse cover 
and remove the blue 15 amp “ENGINE” fuse.
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Quick method

137. Connect the yellow wire from the relay to 
the fuse tap.

Quick method

136. Install the fuse tap supplied onto the fuse 
as shown and replace the fuse into its original 
location.

Thorough method

138.   Disconnect the two wiring harnesses 
that are connected to the top level (brown part) 
of the fuse block.  Then disconnect the two main 
power wires.  This is to allow more freedom of 
movement once the block is free.  Now depress 
the five tabs and wiggle the block out.  It’s easiest 
to start at the rear (right side, in the picture) and 
work it out from there.  Once it’s free, flip it over 
and try to get easy access to the wires below.

Thorough method

139. Find the black wire with the white stripe.  
It’s directly below the “engine” fuse mentioned 
in step 135.  There’s only one black / white wire 
on this side of the block.  Leave the fuse as-is, 
there’s no need to change it.
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141. Replace the fuse center cover and place 
the intercooler / belt / vacuum diagrams sticker 
supplied on it as shown. Be sure to clean the 
surface first.

142. Here is the intercooler reservoir and its 
mounting hardware.

• S/A 31-62-44-023 - mounting hardware

143. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the 
plastic fastener shown from the inside of the front 
passenger wheel well.  This requires a 1/4 turn 
only.

Thorough method

140. Move a few inches down the wire, away 
from the fuse block, and cut the wire. Strip both 
ends and get the yellow wire from the intercooler 
pump relay. Cut it to length and strip it. Twist it 
together with one end of the black / white wire 
(whichever one will make the routing cleaner) and 
crimp it in the big end of the special butt connec-
tor. Crimp the other end and tug to ensure a solid 
connection. Melt the connector and reassemble 
everything.
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147.  Install two of the round-headed carriage 
bolts supplied into both channels on the sides of 
the heat exchanger.  The square portion of the 
bolt shaft must be aligned with the side of the 
channel.

146. Here is the intercooler heat exchanger and 
mounting hardware.

• S/A 31-62-44-023 - mounting hardware

144. Through the hole the plastic fastener 
formerly occupied, pass the M6 x 12mm bolt 
supplied.  Place the reservoir bracket on the 
threaded end, as shown.  Secure the bolt with the 
nut supplied. Tighten the fasteners with a 10mm 
wrench.  

145. Attach the reservoir to the bracket with 
the  three M6 x 12mm bolts supplied.  Leave the 
finger bolts tight for now, the reservoir will need 
to be removed during the bleeding process.
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150. Underneath the front of the vehicle, on the 
right chassis extension, locate and remove the 
factory bolt shown. Replace it with the longer M8 
x 30mm bolt provided.  This new bolt will be used 
to mount the heat exchanger.

149. Here is the completed heat exchanger 
assembly with the brackets mounted.

Note that the coolant barbs are on the RIGHT 
side as shown.

Coolant Barbs

148. Align the bolts with the holes in the brack-
et.  Get the nuts finger tight, but don’t tighten 
them yet.  You want to be able to adjust their 
locations as you install the assembly.  

151. Replace the same bolt on the left side as 
well.
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60” 90° hose
36” 90° hose
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154. Install the two Adel mounting clamps 
around the pump body as shown.

7”

153. Here is the intercooler pump, Adel mount-
ing clamps (with fasteners attached), relay and 
wiring harness.

• S/A 31-62-44-023 - Adel clamps and fasteners

152. Lift the heat exchanger assembly into 
place in front of the vehicle’s radiator and pow-
er steering cooler coils. Slide the holes in the 
mounting brackets (outlined in black) over the 
ends of the newly installed bolts. Position the as-
sembly appropriately and secure it in place with 
the M8 nuts supplied.  Tighten the nuts holding 
the bracket to the heat exchanger to 18 lb-ft.

Bracket

Bolt and nut

        Heat 
exchanger

155. Locate one of the “J” hoses and cut it as 
shown, forming a smaller “J” section and a 45° 
bend.
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Straight 
hose coupler

159. Tighten the nuts that secure the pump’s 
mounting clamps. If space is tight, use a 10mm 
socket wrench with a long extension. Pass the 
socket and extension through the front grille to 
reach the nuts and tighten them securely.

156. Install the 45° bend section from the cut 
“J” hose onto the outlet of the intercooler pump.  
Insert a 3/4” straight hose coupler into the end of 
the bent hose.  Secure the hose and coupler with 
the clamps provided.

158. Mount the intercooler pump onto the back 
surface of the front crossmember as shown using 
the M6 x 20mm bolts and nuts supplied. Pass the 
bolts through the Adel clamps, then the holes in 
the bottom edge of the flange. Secure the bolts 
with the nuts supplied. If there’s a sensor in the 
way, relocate it as needed.

157. From underneath the vehicle, locate the 
front crossmember flange. Along the bottom edge 
on the drivers side, there will be two holes, one 
round and one square. Some cars will have an 
ambient air temp sensor in this location - relocate 
it so that it won’t interfere with the water pump.
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Battery 
box

90 degree 
coupler

162. Connect the long leg to the 90° coupler 
near the frame rail (from step 160) and the short 
leg to the upper barb on the heat exchanger.  
Armor the hose with the loom, as shown.  Secure 
the hose with the clamps provided.

160. Route the hoses from the intercooler (in-
stalled in steps 38 - 41) forward and behind the 
battery box to the frame rail on the passenger 
side (trim hose as necessary).  Install the 90° 
coupler supplied on the shorter hose and secure 
it with the clamps provided.

• S/A 31-62-44-023 - Clamps and couplers

2”

161. Locate the 18” L hose supplied and cut 2” 
off the short end. 

163. Route the very long remaining hose along 
the top of the other one behind the battery box. 
Use the zip-ties provided to secure the hoses in 
place on the left side only, as shown.
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60”x 3/4”
straight hose

167. From the length of 3/4” straight hose sup-
plied cut a 60” piece and connect it to the coupler 
in the end of the “J” hose. Secure the coupler 
with the clamps provided.

166. Insert a 3/4” straight coupler into the end 
of the “J” hose.

165. Connect the shortened “J” hose from step 
155 to the remaining barb on the intercooler res-
ervoir with the clamp provided.

164. Connect the remaining leg of the “L” hose 
(from the supercharger) to the front barb on the 
intercooler reservoir. Secure the hose with the 
clamps provided.
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169. Route the 60” x 3/4” hose (step 167) for-
ward and down to the inlet barb on the intercooler 
pump.
Secure the hose with the clamp and zip-ties pro-
vided.  Pay attention to the routing here, if it’s not 
correct the splash pan won’t fit.  Use the plastic 
armor wherever necessary.

168. Locate a 36” “L” hose and cut it as before 
(step 161).  Connect the “L” end to the bottom 
barb of the heat exchanger. 

171. Connect the intercooler pump harness 
connector to the pump.  Coil up the excess wire 
or cut and butt-connect it using heat shrink butt 
connectors.

170. Connect the remaining leg of the “L” hose 
(from the heat exchanger, connected in step 168) 
to the coupler in the end of the 45° hose coming 
from the pump outlet. Trim as needed.
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174. Remove the MAF sensor from the airbox 
cover.  

175. Apply some oil or light grease to the O-ring 
on the base of the MAF sensor. 

172. From under the nose of the vehicle, re-
place the front splash panel section using a 
10mm and 8mm socket wrench and a Phillips 
screwdriver to replace the sixteen fasteners.

173. Use a Phillips screwdriver to remove the 
two screws that retain the MAF sensor in the orig-
inal air box cover.
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177. Re-install the stock front half of the airbox.

178. Install the airbox cover onto the original 
airbox. (The airbox should be in the car.)

176. Install the MAF sensor into the new 
airbox cover.  Use the new fasteners supplied.

179. Snap the airbox cover latches into place 
to secure the cover. (The airbox should be in the 
car.)
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180. Plug the MAF connector into MAF sensor. 
Be careful to not overly stress the crimped con-
nections.

183. Connect the PCV hose to the air tube fit-
ting.

182. Connect the PCV hose to the cam cover 
fitting.

181. Re-install the air intake tube and tight-
en the clamps that secure the intake air tube to 
the air box.  No pressure is seen here, so don’t 
over-tighten the clamps.
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186. Re-install the battery and retaining brack-
et.  Re-connect the positive battery cable first, 
then the negative cable to the battery. Be sure to 
route the cable properly to use the plastic clip that 
holds the cable to the battery box.

185. Be sure that the IC hoses cannot slip into 
the alternator pulley or belt (behind the battery 
box).  Secure the hoses however works best, 
we’ve found that attaching the hoses to the bat-
tery box with zip ties works nicely.  You’ll need to 
drill two small holes (horizontally midway along 
the back wall, roughly 2” and 4” vertically from the 
bottom) in the battery box to provide a place for 
the zip-ties.

187. Replace the cover on to the battery box 
and re-clip the coolant line to the side of it.

184. Re-install the battery box base. The rest of 
the assembly will be installed shortly.
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188. Fill the intercooler system with a mixture of 
distilled water and coolant.  We typically run 70% 
water, 30% coolant, but be sure that whatever 
you’re using is safe for your winter conditions. 
Now turn the key on and ensure that the pump 
is running.  Assuming it is, top off the reservoir 
again, then remove it from its mount.  Hold it high 
enough to ensure that it’s the highest point in 
the intercooler system (a couple of inches higher 
than the fender will be sufficient).  Top it off until 
you can add no more, then replace the cap and 
secure it to its mounting bracket.

190. Carefully trim the engine cover as shown 
with a small saw or shop knife.

191. Snap the modified engine cover into place 
on the engine.

189. Replace the fuel pump relay that was re-
moved in step 1 (removed in the picture).  Re-in-
stall the gas cap as well.  Turn the key on (but 
don’t start!) and check for fuel leaks around all of 
the fuel line connections, the fuel injectors and 
around the fittings for the fuel rail.  If you find any, 
fix them.
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193. With the help of an assistant replace the 
hood.

194. Replace the original fasteners and tighten 
them securely.

195. ONCE THE PROPER MAP / TUNE HAS 
BEEN LOADED (refer to step two in the dis-
assembly section), test drive the vehicle for the 
first few miles under normal driving conditions 
and listen for any noises, vibrations, engine mis-
fires or anything else that does not seem normal.  
The supercharger does have a slight whining 
noise under boost conditions, which is normal.  
Check and bleed intercooler, PS and engine cool-
ant reservoirs as needed. IT IS NOT SAFE TO 
DRIVE THE CAR WITHOUT FIRST REFLASH-
ING THE ECU!!

192. Re-fill the radiator with the coolant re-
moved earlier. Top off the level as necessary due 
to coolant loss during installation.  Be sure to 
check this level (and that of the intercooler) after 
the first few times that the car is driven, it might 
need to be topped off.  Do this with the PS fluid 
as well (may not be necessary, depending on 
how much was lost).
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195. Follow the tuning instructions (again, refer to step two in disassembly), but always listen for 
any engine detonation (pinging) or other concerning noises. If engine detonation is present, let up on 
the throttle immediately and tell your tuner. Most detonation causes are low octane gasoline still in 
the tank - if your gas is old or not 100% premium (91+ octane ((R+M)/2 method, which is what’s used 
in the US)), drain the tank and refill it with 100% new premium fuel. Always use the highest octane 
fuel that’s readily available - at least 91, but there’s no reason to search out race gas (greater than 
93 octane) for street use. Mixing in some higher octane (still unleaded) race gas at the track isn’t a 
bad idea. If you have questions about your vehicle’s performance, please check with your installation 
facility or call Flyin’ Miata at 970.464.5600.

196. The supercharger is pre-filled with oil that should last 100,000 miles. Replacing this oil more 
frequently, depending on how hard you drive the car, is not a bad idea, but the supercharger must be 
removed from the car in order to do this. You’ll need to use 4.7 oz / 146 mL of supercharger oil, which 
we carry. You can also pick it up at most GM dealers, ask for part number 12345982 (each bottle is 4 
oz).


